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✦  Jets in CMS and ATLAS.
✦  Jet calibration strategies.
✦  QCD & New Physics with jets.

- inclusive jets
- dijet mass
- dijet angular variables
- event shape variables
- multijet production
- jet shapes

✦  Summary. 

Outline
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Forward jet studies will be presented 
in a dedicated talk:

“Jets in the forward region at the LHC”
(Friday, morning session)
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✦ QCD has a huge cross section in LHC 
and manifests itself in jet final states.
✦ The LHC detectors’ rapidity coverage 
allows probing a large Q2 vs x phase space. 
✦ Jet measurements at LHC are important:

- commissioning of jets
- sensitive to new physics
- confront pQCD at the TeV scale
- constrain PDFs 
- probe aS

- understand multijet production 
(background to other searches)
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Introduction
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✦ Jets are the experimental signature of 
quarks and gluons, observed as highly 
collimated sprays of particles.
✦ A jet algorithm is a set of mathematical 
rules that reconstructs the properties of jets 
by combining the Pμ of their constituents.

- Fixed cone algorithms.
- Successive recombination algorithms.

✦ Different inputs to the jet algorithm lead 
to different types of jets:

- Calorimeter energy depositions.
- Tracks.
- Particle or energy flow objects.
- Simulated particles.

CMS
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Example: jets from calorimeter 
energy depositions.

Jet object
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CMS 
✦ Jet algorithms:

- Seedless Cone, R=0.5, 0.7
- KT, D=0.4, 0.6
- Iterative Cone, R=0.5 (used in the trigger)

✦ Jet types:
- Calorimeter jets (towers input).
- Track jets (tracks input).
- JetPlusTrack (combined calorimeter and 
tracker information).
- Particle Flow jets (particles input).

ATLAS 
✦ Jet algorithms:

- Seeded Cone, R=0.4, 0.7
- KT, D=0.4, 0.6

✦ Jet types:
- Calorimeter jets (towers or topological 
cell clusters input).
- Track jets (tracks input).
- Energy Flow jets (combined calorimeter 
and tracker information).
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Jets in CMS & ATLAS
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✦ Default correction to particle level 
(removes the detector effects).
✦ Factorized approach (like Tevatron):

- offset correction (removes pile-up and 
noise contribution).
- relative correction (flattens the jet response 
in pseudorapidity).
- absolute correction (flattens the jet 
response in pT).

✦ Data driven approach:
- Di-jet balancing (relative correction).
- γ+jet, Z+jet balancing (absolute correction).

✦ Optional corrections:
- electromagnetic fraction dependence.
- flavor dependence.
- parton level.
- underlying event.

✦ Systematic uncertainty ~10% at startup, 
improving to 3-5% with first, well understood 
data (>10pb-1). 

η dependence

Response from γ+jet balance
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calorimeter jets

calorimeter jets

CMS jet energy calibration
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✦ Default correction to particle level (removes the 
detector effects).
✦ Foresees similar approach to CMS (data driven) in 
particular for early data.
✦ Additional methods to improve resolution:‣ global approach

- global mc truth matching.
- cell signal weighting.
- weights are calculated by optimizing jet energy 
resolution.‣ local approach
- compensation weights and dead material 
correction calculated using simulation for single 
pions on calorimeter clusters.
- jet algorithms use as input calibrated calorimeter 
clusters.

✦ Performance of the jet energy calibration will be 
tested with in-situ measurements and MC. Systematic 
uncertainty not better than 3% and only after at least  
10pb-1 of data.

Linearity vs η

Linearity vs energy
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ATLAS jet energy calibration

calorimeter jets

calorimeter jets
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✦ Jet energy resolution can be measured with MC truth matching 
(MC tuned to data) or by direct measurement from dijet events 
(“asymmetry” method).
✦ Both CMS and ATLAS can use combined calorimetric+tracking 
information (compensation correction) to improve the jet energy 
resolution.
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Cone R=0.7
calorimeter jets

Jet energy resolution

calorimeter jets
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✦ Important jet commissioning measurement.
✦ Even a small amount of data is enough to exceed the 
Tevatron pT reach (~700 GeV).
✦ Sensitive to contact interactions: with 10pb-1 @ 14 TeV 
a discovery beyond the Tevatron limit (2.7 TeV) is possible.
✦ The jet energy scale is the dominant experimental 
systematic uncertainty.
✦ Could be used to constrain PDFs. This however requires 
accurate knowledge of the JES.
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Inclusive jet cross section
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✦ Invariant mass of the 2 leading jets.
✦ The jet energy scale is the dominant experimental 
systematic uncertainty.
✦ Even a small amount of data is enough to exceed the 
Tevatron mass reach (~1.4 TeV).
✦ Sensitive to objects decaying to 2 jets (dijet 
resonances: q*,Z’, etc). With 100 pb-1 a 2 TeV excited 
quark can be clearly seen (Tevatron limit: M < 0.87 TeV). 

!
s = 14 TeV

!
s = 14 TeV

J.Phys.G36:015004,2009

J.Phys.G36:015004,2009
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Dijet mass cross section
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✦ The dijet angular distributions are sensitive to the production process:
- QCD favours small angle scattering (cosθ*~1).
- Resonance decays and contact interactions tend to be more isotropic.

✦ The dijet angular distributions will confirm any deviation from QCD observed in the 
dijet mass spectrum. 
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Dijet angular distributions

Observable:
1
N

dN

d!
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Jet1

Jet2

CM Frame cos !! = tanh y!

y! =
y1 ! y2

2
" = exp (2|y!|)
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✦ The dijet ratio is a robust way to identify deviations from QCD.  
✦ Sensitivity to contact interactions (discovery up to Λ=6.8 TeV with 100pb-1 @ 14 TeV).
✦ Sensitivity to dijet resonances. At higher luminosity spin measurement is also feasible.
✦ Ideal measurements for startup. JES and luminosity uncertainties are largely cancelled.

!
s = 14 TeV

!
s = 14 TeV

J.Phys.G36:015004,2009J.Phys.G36:015004,2009
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Dijet ratio

Observable:
N(|!| < 0.7)

N(0.7 < |!| < 1.3)
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ATLAS
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Dijet azimuthal decorrelation

1
N

dN

d!!
Observable:

gluon radiation leads to 
smaller angle between 

the two leading jets.

✦ Measurement of the azimuthal angle between the 
two leading jets.
✦ Confront the pQCD calculations.
✦ Sensitive to gluon radiation modelling. Can help 
tune MC generators.
✦ Not affected by the major jet related uncertainties 
(JES).
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✦ Study of the kinematic variables (e.g 
central transverse thrust) that probe 
the structure of the hadronic final state.
✦ Test of QCD dynamics.
✦ Not affected by the JES uncertainty.
✦ Can help tune MC generators.
✦ Can be used to measure aS.

!
s = 14 TeV
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Hadronic event shapes

Observable:
1
N

dN

d log (!!,C)
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✦ Multijet cross-sections and ratios of 
cross-sections.
✦ QCD multijet production is critical for 
other studies with multijet signature (SUSY, 
Higgs -> ttbar).
✦ Multijet topological variables are 
sensitive to the underlying QCD dynamics.
✦ Can help tune MC generators.
✦ The ratio of 3jet over dijet production 
rate can be used to probe aS.

!
s = 14 TeV

Example: 
3 parton 

final state
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Multijet studies

Cross-section for the exclusive 
multijet production at parton level 

as a function of the minimum jet ET. 
LO calculation.

ATLAS TDR 
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✦ Measurement of the average integrated 
(or differential) energy flow inside jets.
✦ Jet shape measurements can be used 
to test the showering models in the MC 
generators.
✦ Can be used to tune the underlying 
event models.
✦ Can be used to distinguish gluon 
originated jets from quark jets.
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Jet shapes
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✦ Jet final states are critical both for studying the detectors’ performance 
and for the “re-discovery” of the Standard Model at the LHC 
experiments.
✦ LHC p-p collisions will probe a previously unexplored kinematic region 
and a small amount of early data will be enough to exceed the pT reach 
of Tevatron.
✦ Jet measurements are sensitive to new physics. Contact interactions 
and resonances decaying to dijets can be discovered early on.
✦ Establishing JES with small systematic uncertainty is a challenging 
task which will require a huge effort and high luminosity.
✦ Precision QCD measurements will require excellent understanding of 
the detectors in order to constrain the experimental systematic 
uncertainties.
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Summary


